
Supplier and 
contract 

management
information 

system 
(SCMIS)

SERVICE 
PORTFOLIO

Pipeline

Retired

Catalogue

Providing 
good 

service

Release 
Package

/ Change 
schedule

Service 
Design

Package

Service 
Package

Release and 
deployment planning

Release build and test
Deployment

Review and close

People
Processes
Products
Partners

Perspective
Positions

Plans
Patterns

Technical 
observations

Events
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PROCESSES
Strategy management for IT 
services
Service portfolio management
Financial management for IT 
services
Demand management
Business relationship 
management

PRINCIPLES
Strategy
Customers and services
Service providers
How to define services
Strategies for customer satisfaction
Service economics
Sourcing strategy
Service structures in the value network
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PROCESSES
Design coordination
Service catalogue management
Service level management
Availability management
Capacity management
IT service continuity management
Information security management
Supplier management

PRINCIPLES
Basics & goals and balanced design
Identifying service requirements
Identifying and documenting business 
requirements and drivers
Design activities, aspects & constraints
The subsequent design activities
Service-oriented architecture
Service design models
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PROCESSES
Transition planning and support
Change management
Service asset and configuration 
management
Release and deployment 
management
Service validation and testing
Change evaluation
Knowledge management

PRINCIPLES
Policies for service transition
Optimizing service transition 
performance
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PROCESSES
Event management
Incident 
management
Request fulfilment
Problem 
management
Access 
management

PRINCIPLES
Service operation fundamentals
Achieving balance in service operation
Providing good service
Operation staff involvement in other 
service lifecycle stages
Operational health
Communication
Documentation

Strategies, policies, standards

Plans to create and modify services and service management processes

Manage the transition of a new or changed services and/or service mgmt process into production

Day-to-day operation of services and service management processes

Feedback, 
Lessons 

Learned for 
Improvement

Feedback, 
Lessons 

Learned for 
Improvement

Feedback, 
Lessons 

Learned for 
Improvement

Feedback, 
Lessons 

Learned for 
Improvement

The 
Business /
Customers

REQUIREMENTS
Statements of 
what is needed

Service transition ensures that the requirements of 
the service strategy, developed in service design, 
are effectively realized in service operation while 
controlling the risks of failure and disruption

BUSINESS VALUEBusiness Objectives support the business vision and provide guidance for the IT strategy

Solution 
designs

Service design 
packages

Architectures Standards

Change proposals
and service charters

Resources and
constraints

New / changed / 
retired services

Implementation of 
transition plans

Operational / 
live services

CSI register, improvement 
actions and plans

SERVICE KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

DAY-TO-DAY
SERVICE
DELIVERY

FUNCTIONS
Service desk
Technical 
management
IT operations 
management
Application 
management

SERVICE STRATEGY

Strategy management for IT services
Defining and maintaining an organization’s perspective, position, 
plans and patterns with regard to its services and the 
management of those services.
Purpose: articulate how a service provider will enable an 
organization to achieve its business outcomes.

Service portfolio management
Responsible for managing the service portfolio; the description of 
a provider’s services in terms of business value.
Purpose: ensure that the service provider has the right mix of 
services to balance the investment in IT with the ability to meet 
business outcomes.

Financial management for IT services
Enables the organization to manage its resources, and to ensure 
that these resources are being used to achieve the organization’s 
objectives.
Purpose: secure the appropriate level of funding to design, 
develop and deliver services that meet the strategy of the 
organization.

Demand management
Seeks to understand, anticipate and influence customer demand 
for services and the provision of capacity to meet  these demands.
Purpose: understand, anticipate and influence customer demand 
for services and work with capacity management to ensure the 
service provider has capacity to meet this demand.

Business relationship management
Enables to provide links between the service provider and 
customers at the strategic and tactical levels.
Purpose: establish and maintain a business relationship between 
the service provider and the customer and identify customer 
needs and ensure that the service provider is able to meet these 
needs as business needs change over time and between 
circumstances.

SERVICE DESIGN

Design coordination
Through well coordinated activities a service provider creates 
designs that will support the achievement of the required business 
outcomes.
Purpose: ensure that the goals and objectives of the service design 
stage are met by providing and maintaining a single point of 
coordination and control for all activities and processes within this 
stage of the service lifecycle.

Service catalogue management
Provide the means of devoting that care and attention in a 
consistent fashion, ensuring that the organization accrues all of 
the potential benefits of a service catalogue in the most efficient 
manner possible.
Purpose: provide and maintain a single source of consistent 
information on all operational services and those being prepared 
to be run operationally, and to ensure that it is widely available to 
those who are authorized to access it.

Service level management
Responsible for agreeing and documenting service level targets 
and responsibilities within service level agreements and service 
level requirements for every service and related activity within IT.
Purpose: ensure that all current and planned IT services are 
delivered to agreed achievable targets.

Availability management
Availability is one of the most critical parts of the warranty of a 
service. If a service does not deliver the levels of availability 
required, then the business will not experience the value that has 
been promised. Without availability the utility of the service 
cannot be accessed. 
Purpose: ensure that the level of availability delivered in all IT 
services meets the agreed availability needs and/or service level 
targets in a cost-effective and timely manner.

Capacity management
Provides a point of focus and management for all capacity- and 
performance-related issues, relating to both services and 
resources. Like availability, capacity is an important part of the 
warranty of a service.
Purpose: ensure that the capacity of IT services and the IT 
infrastructure meets the agreed capacity and performance-related 
requirements in a cost-effective and timely manner.

IT service continuity management
Service continuity is an essential part of the warranty of a service. 
If a service’s continuity cannot be maintained and/or restored in 
accordance with the requirements of the business, then the 
business will not experience the value that has been promised. 
Without continuity the utility of the service cannot be accessed.
Purpose: support the overall business continuity management 
process by ensuring that, by managing the risks that could 
seriously affect IT services, the IT service provider can always 
provide minimum agreed business continuity-related service 
levels.

Information security management
Part of the corporate governance framework, which provides the 
strategic direction for security activities and ensures objectives are 
achieved. It ensures that the information security risks are 
appropriately managed and that enterprise information resources 
are used responsibly
Purpose: align IT security with business security and ensure that 
the confidentiality, integrity and availability of the organization’s 
assets, information, data and IT services always matches the 
agreed needs of the business.

Supplier management
Ensures that suppliers and the services they provide are managed 
to support IT service targets and business expectations.
Purpose: obtain value for money from suppliers and to provide 
seamless quality of IT service to the business by ensuring that all 
contracts and agreements with suppliers support the needs of the 
business and that all suppliers meet their contractual 
commitments.

SERVICE TRANSITION

Transition planning and support
Provide overall planning for service transitions and 
coordinate the resources that they require.

Change management
Control the lifecycle of all changes, enabling beneficial 
changes to be made with minimum disruption to IT services.

Service asset and configuration Management
Ensure that the assets required to deliver services are 
properly controlled, and that accurate and reliable  
information about those assets is available when and where 
it is needed.

Release and deployment management
Plan, schedule and control the build, test and deployment of 
releases, and to deliver new functionality required by the 
business while protecting the integrity of existing services.

Service validation and testing
Ensure that a new or changed IT service matches its design 
specification and will meet the needs of the business.

Change evaluation
Provide a consistent and standardized means of determining 
the performance of a service change in the context of likely 
impacts on business outcomes, and on existing and proposed 
services and IT infrastructure.

Knowledge management
Share perspectives, ideas, experience and information; to 
ensure that these are available in the right place at the right 
time to enable informed decisions; and to improve efficiency 
by reducing the need to rediscover knowledge.

SERVICE OPERATION

Event management
Manage events throughout their lifecycle. Detect events, 
make sense of them and determine the appropriate control 
action. It is the basis for operational monitoring and control. 
An ‘event’ can be defined as any change of state that has 
significance for the management of a configuration item (CI) 
or IT service. Events are typically recognized through 
notifications created by an IT service, CI or monitoring tool.

Incident management
Restore normal service operation as quickly as possible and 
minimize the adverse impact on business operations, thus 
ensuring that agreed levels of service quality are maintained. 
An ‘incident’ is defined as an unplanned interruption to an IT 
service or reduction in the quality of an IT service or a failure 
of a CI that has not yet impacted an IT service.

Request fulfilment
Responsible for managing the lifecycle of all service requests 
from the users. The term ‘service request’ is used as a generic 
description for many different types of demands that are 
placed upon the IT organization by the users.

Problem management
Manage the lifecycle of all problems from first identification 
through further investigation, documentation and eventual 
removal. Responsible for managing the lifecycle of all 
problems. A ‘problem’ is defined as the underlying cause of 
one or more incidents.

Access management
Provide the right for users to be able to use a service or group 
of services. It is therefore the execution of policies and 
actions defined in information security management. 
Granting authorized users the right to use a service, while 
preventing access to non-authorized users. It has also been 
referred to as rights management or identity management in 
different organizations. 

Service desk function
A service desk is a functional unit made up of a dedicated 
number of staff responsible for dealing with a variety of 
service activities, usually made via telephone calls, web 
interface, or automatically reported infrastructure events.

Technical management function
Refers to the groups, departments or teams that provide 
technical expertise and overall management of the IT 
infrastructure. It is the custodian of technical knowledge and 
expertise related to managing the IT infrastructure and it 
provides the actual resources to support the service lifecycle.

IT operations management function
The department, group or team of people responsible for 
performing the organization’s day-to-day operational 
activities.

Application management
Refers tot the department, group or team involved in 
managing and supporting operational Applications. 
Responsible for managing applications throughout their 
lifecycle. It covers the entire ongoing lifecycle of an 
application, including requirements, design, build, deploy, 
operate and optimize.

CONTINUAL SERVICE IMPROVEMENT

The seven-step improvement process
Define and manage the steps needed to identify, define, 
gather, process, analyse, present and implement 
improvements. 
Fundamental to CSI is the concept of measurement. 
There is an interaction with the Plan-Do-Check-Act (PDCA) 
cycle and the Data-to-Information-to-Knowledge-to-Wisdom 
(DIKW) structure of knowledge management.

Vision and mission
Service portfolio
Policies
Strategies and 
strategic plans
Priorities
Financial information 
and budgets

Service charters 
including service 
packages and details 
of utility and warranty
Documented patterns 
of business activity 
and user profiles
Service models

Change proposals, incl.
utility and warranty 
requirements and 
expected timescales
Input to change 
evaluation and change 
advisory board (CAB) 
meetings

Demand forecasts and 
strategies
Strategic risks

Patterns of business 
activity 
Achievements against 
metrics, KPIs and CSFs 
Improvement 
opportunities logged in 
the CSI register

Input to business cases and the service portfolio
Service design packages
Updated service models
Service portfolio updates including the service catalogue
Financial estimates and reports
Design-related knowledge and information in the service 
knowledge management system (SKMS)
Designs for service strategy processes and procedures

Service catalogue updates
Feedback on all aspects of service design and service 
design packages 
Input and feedback to transition plans 
Response to requests for change (RFCs) 
Knowledge and information in the SKMS (including the 
CMS)
Design errors identified in transition for re-design
Evaluation reports

Service catalogue
Service design packages, including:

Details of utility and warranty
Acceptance criteria
Service models
Designs and interface specifications
Transition plans
Operation plans and procedures

RFCs to transition or deploy new or changed services
Input to change evaluation and CAB meetings
Designs for service transition processes and procedures
SLAs, OLAs and underpinning contracts

Service catalogue
Service design packages, including:

Details of utility and warranty
Operations plans and procedures
Recovery procedures

Knowledge and information in the SKMS
Vital business functions
HW/SW maintenance requirements
Designs for service operation processes and procedures
SLAs, OLAs and underpinning contracts
Security policies

New or changed services
Known errors
Standard changes for use in 
request fulfilment
Knowledge and information in 
the SKMS (including the CMS)
Change schedule

Transitioned services
Information and feedback for business cases 
and service portfolio 
Response to change proposals 
Service portfolio updates 
Knowledge and information in the SKMS
Feedback on strategies and policies
Financial information for input to budgets
Financial reports
Change schedule

RFCs to resolve operational issues
Feedback on quality of transition 
activities
Input to operational testing
Actual performance information
Input to change evaluation and CAB 
meetings

Operational requirements
Actual performance information
RFCs to resolve operational issues
Historical incident and problem records

Output from Service Strategy

Input for Service Transition

Output from Service Strategy

Output from Service Strategy

Input for all lifecycle phases

Input for Service Design  

Output from Service Strategy

Input for Service Operation

Output from Service Design

Input for Service Transition

Output from Service Design

Input for Service Operation

Output from Service Transition

Input for Service Operation

Service catalogue
Service design packages including details of utility and 
warranty
Knowledge and information in the SKMS
Achievements against metrics, KPIs and CSFs
Design of services; measurements; processes; 
infrastructure; systems
Design for the seven-step improvement process and 
procedures
Improvement opportunities logged in the CSI register

Output from Service Design

Input for Continual Service ImprovementOperation

Output from Service Strategy

Input for CSI

Test reports
Change evaluation reports
Knowledge and information in 
the SKMS
Achievements against metrics, 
KPIs and CSFs
Improvement opportunities 
logged in the continual service 
improvement register

Input for CSI

Output from Service Transition

Operational performance data and service 
records 
Proposed problem resolutions and proactive 
measures
Knowledge and information in the SKMS
Achievements against metrics, KPIs and CSFs
Improvement opportunities logged in the 
continual service improvement register

Input for CSI

Output from Service Operation

Tested 
solutions

SKMS update
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PROCESSES
The seven-step 
improvement process

PRINCIPLES
Continual service improvement approach
CSI and organizational change
Ownership
CSI register
External and internal drivers
Knowledge management
The Deming Cycle
IT governance

Activities are embedded in the service lifecycle

Service level 
management
Service 
measurement

Input for Service Design

Input for Service Strategy Input for Service Strategy

Input for Service Tansition

Input for Service Design

Input for Service Operation

Results of customer and user 
satisfaction surveys
Service reports and dashboards
Data required for metrics, key 
performance indicators (KPIs) and 
critical success factors (CSFs)
RFCs for implementing improvements

Input for Service Design

Results of customer and user 
satisfaction surveys
Input to design requirements
Data required for metrics, KPIs and CSFs
Service reports
Feedback on service design packages
RFCs for implementing improvements

Operating risks
Operating cost information for total 
cost of ownership (TCO) calculations
Actual performance data

Input for Service Strategy

Output from CSI

Output from CSI

Output from Service Operation

Output from Service Operation

Output from Service Operation

Output from Service Transition

Output from Service Transition

Output from Service Design

Input for Service Transtion

Results of customer and user satisfaction surveys
Input to testing requirements
Data required for metrics, key performance 
indicators (KPIs) and critical success factors (CSFs)
Input to change evaluation and CAB meetings
Service reports
RFCs for implementing improvements

Output from CSI

DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT

Service acceptance criteria

Document and agree the 
business requirements 
(strategy and design)

SAC

Design the 
service 

solution 
(design)

SAC

Develop the 
service 

solution 
(design)

SAC

Build the 
service 

solution 
(transition)

Test the 
service 
solution 

(transition)

SAC

Deploy the 
service 
solution 

(transition)

BUSINESS REQUIREMENTS

PROJECT (PROJECT TEAM)

STRATEGY

DESIGN

TRANSITION

Service 
Design 

Package

OPERATION

IMPROVEMENT

Service level requirements

TRANSITION AND OPERATION INVOLVEMENT

SAC SAC

Early life support Live operation

SLR SLR SLR SLR SLR Pilot SLA Live SLA

ALIGNING NEW SERVICES TO 
BUSINESS REQUIREMENTS

IT SERVICE LIFECYCLE

BUSINESS PROCESS 
CHANGE

BUSINESS REQUIREMENTS 
AND FEASABILITY

BUSINESS PROCESS 
DEVELOPMENT

BUSINESS PROCESS 
IMPLEMENTATION

BUSINESS BENEFITS 
REALIZATION

IT service 
requirements IT service 

THE BUSINESS CHANGE PROCESS AND THE ROLE OF IT

Stages of the IT service lifecycle work together as an integrated system to support 
the ultimate objective of service management for business value realization. 

Kinkelenburg 18
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T: +31 6 47 388 141 E: info@m-c-s.nu
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Achievements 
against targets

Results of customer and user satisfaction surveys
Input to business cases and the service portfolio
Feedback on strategies and policies
Financial information regarding improvement 
initiatives for input to budgets
Data required for metrics, key performance 
indicators (KPIs) and critical success factors (CSFs)
Requests for change (RFCs) for implementing 
improvements
Service reports

Input for Service Strategy

Output from CSI

Incidents

Service 
Requests

Problems

Know Errors

Changes

Releases

Management 
reports

Technical 
documentation

CSI 
register

Availability
management 
information 

system 
(AMIS)

Service strategy 
plans

Demand data

Service
reports

Improvement 
plans

Definitive 
media library

Budgets, Cost 
models

Financial data

Business cases

Policies and 
plans

Diagnostic 
scripts

Problem 
reviews

Business plans

Business 
requirements

Risks & 
Opportunities

Fault tree 
analysis

Standard 
operating 

procedures

Analyse requirements, document and 
agree
Design service solution:

Service solutions for new or changed 
services
Management information systems 
and Tools
Technology architectures and 
management architectures
Processes required
Measurement methods and metrics

Evaluation of alternative solutions
Procurement of the preferred solution
Developing the service solution

Define the market and 
identify customers
Understand the customer
Quantify the outcomes
Classify and visualize the 
service
Understand the 
opportunities (market
spaces)
Define services based on 
outcomes
Service models
Define service units and 
packages

Specific Service Design aspectsSpecific Service Strategy aspects Specific Service Transition aspects

Acquire and test new 
configuration items (CIs)
and components
Build and test
Service release test
Service operational 
readiness test
Deployment
Early life support
Review and close service 
transition

Specific Service Operation aspects

Internal IT view versus 
external business view
Stability versus 
responsiveness
Quality of service versus 
cost of Service
Reactive versus proactive

Availability 
plan

Capacity 
management 
information 

system 
(CMIS)

Capacity
plan

IT Service 
continuity plans

Information 
security policy

Security 
management 
information

System 
(SMIS)

Service design 
packages

Service models

SLAs, OLA’s, 
UC’s

Configuration 
Management 

System

Configuration 
Management 

Database

Configuration
plan

Release
plans

Change 
schedules

Deployment 
plans

Test plans 
and reports

Directory services mgmt
Desktop and mobile device 

support 
Middleware management 

Internet/web management 
Facilities and data centre 

mgmt

Monitoring and control 
IT operations 

Server and mainframe 
management and support 

Network management 
Storage and archive 

Database administration


